	
  

Wedding photo shoot preparation – for couple
What I need from you?
1. Wedding plan (including speeches etc.)
2. Number of guests
3. Key persons, their pictures and names
4. Locations (ALL!)
5. Your contact numbers
6. Contact number of wedding organizer and the best man. He will be the one I
will communicate with during your big day.
7. List of group shots you want (beside the standard one) with specific people
you want to be there.
8. Any restrictions in any of locations for using flash light?
What you need to know?
1. If we already did not, we definitely need to meet in person before wedding
day or pre-wedding photo shoot if that’s your order.
2. I will be checking the locations beforehand and will make shot list, which you
will get one or two days before wedding.
3. Shot list is only orientation and help; we do not have to follow it strictly.
4. Almost all great pictures however natural and candid they look, they are
somehow pre-arranged.
We need to do the same if you want the same effect.
5. I will be using two cameras and numerous memory cards in order to capture
all-important moments.
Do not worry about it.
6. If you have any specific request for photo, please do not hesitate to ask any
time.
7. You can always ask me to stay longer, even in a last moment.
Terms & Conditions apply for overtime.

8. I will be working for more than 6 hours, sometimes up to 14 hours. Due to this
refreshment is expected during the wedding day for photographer and an
assistant.
9. I will need a safe place where to store all my equipment during the ceremony
or wedding party. Please think about it in advance.
How do you need to prepare?
1. It is always good to go to bed early before an important day. Especially it is
valid for wedding. You do not want to have red or tired eyes on the pictures.
2. It is always good to use professional make up and hair stylist, but if you do it
yourself, check few tutorials on You Tube.
3. Make up must be much stronger for photos, up to 80%.
4. Do test of your make up and hair beforehand.
5. Take a small back with comb, pins, powder, lipstick, cleaning wet and dry
towels etc with you.
6. Your cloths are chosen long ago, but check the weather forecast the night
before to avoid any unpleasant surprise.
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How to behave during photo shoot?
1. If you never did any modeling of family photo shooting, look at wedding
photos online and try to copy the poses.
2. During photo shoot try to relax and forget about people around you. Do not
be shy. Modeling is like acting. One needs to let go and play the role.
3. Always show your fingers and hands. Do not close your fists.
Example 1:
On the first picture: pose looks tensed
and not very positive in the first
picture. Touch between fingers and
face is disturbing.

Example 2:

On the first picture:
hand in the pocket
looks cut; same feeling
is from the finger in the
other pocket.

4. Try to be in one line. Do not forget photography is not a 3D media.
Traditional rules of perspective work. Everything what is closer will look much
bigger and can also look shorter.
Examples:
1.
2.

Picture 1. : Head is too big, body too small.
Picture 2. : Correct and wrong pose for positioning elbow.
5. Everything appears on picture to be further from each other then we perceive
it in real life. Be as close as possible to each other at all times however
unnatural it might feel.
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6. It is always better to lean towards camera with your head. Makes very chic
look.
7. Stretch your muscles – all including face anytime you feel you are being
tensed.
8. Ask for a break if you need.
9. In every break check you make up & hair (unless you have professional
make up artist with you).
10. Do not forget your make up bag if you do not have make up artist!
11. Take extra shoes (comfortable!), which you can use when moving to another
locations or simply when you are taking rest.
12. During the photo shoot you will still receive instructions, so no worries.
13. If you have any specific requirements, please communicate them in advance.
(e.g. I do not like my smile. I do not want my scar to be visible. I do not want
my scar/tattoo etc. to be removed.)
14. If you have any questions, please communicate them. Before or during photo
shoot.
15. Be yourself!
16. Enjoy! It is your day!
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